Navigation Bar Enhancements

We have made enhancements to the top and left bar to help you navigate the learning center.

• Search bar
The most significant change is that UC Learning Center Search is now one-click accessible at the top of the navigation bar! Enjoy all prior functions, including auto-fill suggestions when entering text, as you look through our catalog of UC, UCSF, and Skillsoft eCourses, books, audio books, and workshops. For screen resolutions below 1280 pixels, a magnifying glass icon replaces the search box. Accessibility standards, including keyboard and screen reader controls, are maintained.

• Control Panel
The left bar allows more visible navigation to your Home Page, Timeline of current or assigned training, Library of hot topics across UC, and Learner Dashboard with latest announcements.

The top bar provides a Self drop-down menu for your own learning tools such as "Favorites" and your "Training Schedule." For supervising managers only, My Team drop-down menu displays to help you find and update your team's learning activity assignments.
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